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Subject ST8 
 
 

CMP Upgrade 2015/16 
 
  

CMP Upgrade 
 
This CMP Upgrade lists all significant changes to the Core Reading and the ActEd 
material since last year so that you can manually amend your 2015 study material to 
make it suitable for study for the 2016 exams.  It includes replacement pages and 
additional pages where appropriate.   
 
Alternatively, you can buy a full replacement set of up-to-date Course Notes at a 
significantly reduced price if you have previously bought the full price Course Notes in 
this subject.  Please see our 2016 Student Brochure for more details. 

 
 
This CMP Upgrade contains:  
 
 all non-trivial changes to the Syllabus objectives and Core Reading 
 
 changes to the ActEd Course Notes, Series X Assignments and Question and 

Answer Bank that will make them suitable for study for the 2016 exams. 
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1 Changes to the Syllabus objectives and Core Reading  

1.1 Syllabus objectives  

There have been no changes to the Syllabus objectives. 
 
 

1.2 Core Reading 

This section contains all non-trivial changes to the Core Reading.   
 
 
Chapter 3 
 
Page 3 
 
The bullet point for professional indemnity now reads: 
 
● professional indemnity and errors and omissions (E&O) liability 

 
The bullet point for environmental liability now reads: 
 
● environmental liability and pollution liability. 
 
The penultimate sentence on this page now reads: 
 
For marine and aviation liability, international law prevails, depending on which 
jurisdiction applies and how the contract is worded. 
 
Page 6 
 
The following text has been deleted: 
 
Various additional covers have often been included in aviation insurance, 
including: 

● manufacturers’ hull and liability (covers accidents involving aircraft in the 
possession of the manufacturer, for example test flights) 

● grounding risks (business interruption due to the grounding of a fleet for 
safety reasons) 

● hangarkeepers (liability arising from damage to aircraft / property in the 
insured’s care, custody or control). 
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Page 8 
 
Several changes have been made to the description of professional indemnity insurance.  
Please use replacement pages 7 and 8 provided at the end of this Upgrade. 
 
Page 14 
 
Please add the following sentence after the paragraph that starts “For example ...” 
 
Additionally for marine liability, sum insured, feet drilled and turnover are used 
where suitable.   
 
Page 17 
 
In the section on claim frequency, the Core Reading now starts: 
 
Motor liability claims tend to be more frequent and usually smaller than ... 
 
Page 28 
 
Please add the following additional perils to the bullet point list at the top of the page: 
 
● sinking 

● damage. 
 
Please change the sentence on construction to read: 
 
The main insured perils are damage, destruction, design defect, faulty parts and 
failure to finish the construction project.   
 
Page 31 
 
Please add the following sentence to the end of the section entitled “Marine and 
aviation property”: 
 
Alternatively the number of take-offs and landings may be used as this is when 
most losses occur. 
 
Page 32 
 
The penultimate sentence now reads: 
 
Domestic property claims will tend to be fairly consistent in size and distribution, 
with a small number of larger, total loss claims and occasional liability losses.   
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Page 34 
 
Some changes have been made to the section entitled “Marine and aviation property”.  
Please use replacement pages 33 and 34 provided at the end of this Upgrade. 
 
Page 35 
 
Please add the following sentence to the end of the section entitled “Construction and 
engineering”. 
 
It may be hard to determine the date of loss for a construction policy. 
 
Page 37 
 
Please add the following point to the first list of bullet points: 
 
● hazardous building materials. 
 
Page 40 
 
Please change the first sentence of the section entitled “Marine and aviation property” 
to read: 
 
The main risk factors for marine and aviation property are the size, type and age 
of the craft or vessel and the nature of the cargo. 
 
Page 45 
 
Please insert the following sentence after the first sentence on the page: 
 
There is usually a minimum period before a claim can be made. 
 
 
Chapter 5 
 
Page 20 
 
The following sentence has been deleted from Section 5.1: 
 
Both forms have to be administered automatically, and therefore require a treaty. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Page 2 
 
The discussion of how quota share operates has changed.  Please use replacement 
pages 1 and 2 provided at the end of this Upgrade. 
 
 
Chapter 10 
 
Page 32 
 
Please add the following sentence after the sentence that starts “The history of policy 

and claim records ...”: 
 
However, you should always be aware of local data protection laws that may 
place restrictions on what customer data can be held and for how long. 
 
 
Chapter 16 
 
Page 26 
 
The last sentence of this page now reads: 
 
The Hessian matrix gives the rate at which the log-likelihood falls off from the 
optimum solution in each direction. 
 
As a result, we have written some additional explanation.  Please remove pages 25 
and 26 and replace them with pages 25, 26a, 26b, and 26c that can be found at the end 
of this Upgrade. 
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Chapter 20 
 
Page 8 
 
In the second paragraph of Section 2.2, EQE has been corrected to EQECAT. 
 
Page 18 
 
The penultimate paragraph of Core Reading now starts: 
 
The commonest exposure measure is premium net of acquisition costs ... 
 
 
Glossary 
 
Page 17 
 
The term “Events not in data (ENIDs)” has been added to the Glossary.  Please remove 
pages 17 and 18 and use replacement pages 17a, 17b, 17c and 18 that can be found at 
the end of this Upgrade. 
 
Page 36 
 
In the definition of profit commission, the last sentence has been replaced with: 
 
Also, commission paid by an insurer to a broker or insured that is dependent 
upon the profitability of the business written. 
 
Page 37 
 
The term “Realistic Disaster Scenarios” has been added to the Glossary.  Please remove 
pages 37 and 38 and use replacement pages 37a, 37b, 37c and 38 that can be found at 
the end of this Upgrade. 
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2 Changes to the ActEd Course Notes  

Chapter 1 
 
Page 8 
 
Add the following paragraph to the end of the section on reporting delays: 
 
The part of the delay that relates to the period between when the insured event happens 
(eg original exposure to asbestos) and when the policyholder realises the event has 
happened (eg the policyholder starts to develop signs of illness) is referred to as the 
event delay.  In many cases the event delay is minimal (eg car accidents).  In practice 
therefore, the term “event delay” is not often used.  Many people simply use the term 
“reporting delay” to mean “reporting delay plus event delay”. 
 
 
Chapter 3 
 
Page 8 
 
As stated above, several changes have been made to the description of professional 
indemnity insurance.  Please use replacement pages 7 and 8 provided at the end of this 
Upgrade. 
 
Page 34 
 
As stated above, some changes have been made to the section entitled “Marine and 
aviation property”.  Please use replacement pages 33 and 34 provided at the end of this 
Upgrade. 
 
Page 59 
 
The bullet point for professional indemnity now reads: 
 
● professional indemnity and errors and omissions (E&O) liability 
 
The bullet point for environmental liability now reads: 
 
● environmental liability and pollution liability. 
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Page 62 
 
The second sentence of the second paragraph now reads: 
 
The main perils are damage, destruction, design defects, faulty parts and failure to finish 
the construction project. 
 
Page 71 
 
The last sentence of Solution 3.22 has been replaced with: 
 
This product is not covered in detail by the Core Reading, however the Subject ST8 
examiners frequently use uncommon or specialised classes of business as a basis for 
exam questions.  Therefore it’s a good idea to read a little about unusual classes 
whenever you come across them.  For more information about suretyship, you can visit 
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/definition-surety-insurance-43269.html . 
 
 
Chapter 6 
 
Page 2 
 
As stated above, the discussion of how quota share operates has changed.  Please use 
replacement pages 1 and 2 provided at the end of this Upgrade. 
 
Page 14 
 
We have expanded the discussion of the section entitled “Second surplus treaty”.  
Please insert new pages 14b and 14c after page 14.  These new pages can be found at 
the end of this Upgrade. 
 
Note that these changes include a new Self Assessment Question.  We have included 
the solution to this question on page 14c rather than at the end of the chapter, in order to 
keep the Upgrade as simple as possible. 
 
Page 57 
 
In Solution 6.9, the answer to risk 6 has been changed to: 
 
This probably could not be placed on the treaty unless other cover (eg prior XL) was in 
place.  Further options for this risk will be discussed later. 
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Page 60 
 
The following bullet point has been added to Solution 6.15: 
 
 Managing claims above the excess will reduce the risk of them exhausting the 

reinsurance layer and reverting back to the insurer. 
 
 
Chapter 7 
 
Page 23 
 
Please add the following bullet point to the list of Technical Actuarial Standards: 
 
● Transformations Technical Actuarial Standard. 
 
 
Chapter 8  
 
Page 38 
 
The second paragraph now reads: 
 
Most latent claims will therefore arise under product liability and employers’ liability 
insurance.  This is not necessarily the case however.  Faulty building construction could 
probably be covered under architect’s professional indemnity insurance or a 
contractor’s construction all risks (CAR) cover.  Child sex abuse claims may arise 
under public liability insurance. 
 
In the section entitled “Examples of types of latent claims”, please insert the following 
sentence after the first sentence of Core Reading: 
 
This is for claims arising from exposure to asbestos in the US alone.  The figure will be 
considerably higher when exposures elsewhere (eg UK) are included.   
 
 
Chapter 15 
 
Page 16 
 
The first paragraph of ActEd text has been corrected to read: 
 
So E is the cedant’s loss ratio assumed for the band, and F is the product of D and E. 
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Chapter 16 
 
Page 26 
 
We have added some additional ActEd text to explain the Hessian matrix.  As stated 
above, please remove pages 25 and 26 and replace them with pages 25, 26a, 26b, and 
26c that can be found at the end of this Upgrade. 
 
Pages 44 and 45 
 
The last paragraph on page 44 has been deleted, and the first paragraph on page 45 now 
reads: 
 
UK legislation used to allow the use of gender as a rating factor when based on 
actuarial and statistical data on gender-related risk differences.  However, since the EU 
Gender Directive came into force at the end of 2012, insurers are no longer able to 
differentiate premiums by gender.   
 
Page 65 
 
An additional explanation has been added to the bottom of this page.  It reads: 
 

The Hessian matrix 
 
The Hessian matrix gives the rate at which the log-likelihood falls off from the optimum 
solution in each direction. 
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Chapter 19 
 
Page 22 
 
We have inserted an additional explanation into the paragraph immediately before the 
title “Underwriter’s view of the rate change”.   
 
Overall, this paragraph now reads: 
 
The main disadvantage with this method is that the impact of new and lost 
business written at different premium rates is ignored.   
 
In other words, the numerator and the denominator aren't consistent: The numerator 
includes new business (ie business that was written at time 2t  but that wasn't written at 

time 1t ) whereas the denominator does not.  Similarly the denominator includes lapsed 

business (ie business that was written at time 1t  but not renewed at 2t ) whereas the 

numerator does not. 
 
It can also be difficult to quantify some of the “soft” factors. 
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3 Changes to the Q&A Bank 

There have been no significant changes to the Q&A Bank. 
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4 Changes to the X Assignments 

This section provides details of material changes that have been made to the 
2015 X Assignments, so that you can continue to use these for the 2016 exams.   
 
However, if you are having your attempts marked by ActEd, you will need to use 
the 2016 version of the assignments. 
 
 
Assignment questions 
 
Question X2.9 
 
Part (i) has been rephrased to avoid ambiguity.  It now reads: 
 
(i) Explain why past claims experience might not necessarily be a good guide to the 

future. [7] 
 
Question X3.4 
 
The second sentence of the question has been clarified, to avoid ambiguity.  It now 
reads: 
 
The company does not currently write tractor insurance, however the Farmers Union 
(FU) has approached your company asking you to insure its members’ tractors.   
 
Question X3.6 
 
Part (k) has been clarified, to avoid ambiguity.  It now reads: 
 
(k) There are no mid-term lapses or cancellations.   
 
 
Assignment solutions 
 
Solution X1.1 
 
Another two rating factors have been added: 

● type of house, eg detached, semi-detached, terraced, bungalow, flat etc 

● credit rating of policyholder. 
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Solution X1.6 
 
In part (ii)(a), two further rating factors have been added: 

● policyholders’ credit score 

● value of vehicle 
 
Solution X1.7 
 
In part (ii), the following disadvantage has been added: 
 
 There will not be much past data available on this basis, so pricing uncertainty 

will increase. [½] 
 
Solution X1.8 
 
In part (ii), the following point has been added after the second point: 
 
However, without reinsurance the company may be required to hold more capital, 
which could lead to increased premiums, lower sales volumes etc. [½] 
 
Also in part (ii), the following two points have been added: 
 
It may result in reduced investment, as the company will have to protect its liquidity 
position. [½] 
 
The company will probably have to hold more capital, and so will have less ability to 
take advantage of new opportunities. [½] 
 
Solution X2.2 
 
The following three points have been added to the solution: 
 
● the modellers may choose different types of model (eg a GLM instead of a    

one-way table, or a frequency / severity model instead of a burning cost model), 
which would require different variable inputs [½] 

● the modellers may use different techniques for selecting variables, eg graphical 
techniques, ANOVA / other statistical techniques [½] 

● errors in the modelling process [½] 
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Solution X2.3 
 
The following point has been added to the solution: 
 
A requirement for an actuary to sign off reserves. [¼] 
 
Solution X2.6 
 
The following point has been added to the solution: 
 
There may be errors in the data or model. [½] 
 
Solution X2.9 
 
In part (ii), the following bullet point has been added to the bullet points on page 12: 

● new territories  / travel destinations [½] 
 
Solution X2.10 
 
In part (ii), the following bullet point has been added to the first two bullet points: 

● buildings with insufficient security features. [½] 
 
Solution X3.1 
 
The following point has been added to the solution: 
 
● a strategic delay in order to wait for the right market conditions. [½] 
 
Solution X3.2 
 
The last advantage in part (i) now reads: 

● Policyholders may not want the cover and may prefer lower premiums, which 
might lead to an increase in volumes and overall profitability. 

 
The first disadvantage in part (i) now reads: 

● Policyholders will want the cover, so loss of new business and lower coverage 
of fixed costs. 

 
The following disadvantage has been added to part (i): 

● Costs and time taken to do the re-pricing. 
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The following point has been added to part (ii): 
 
The insurer is likely to use a frequency / severity approach. [½] 
 
Solution X3.3 
 
The following point has been added to part (i): 
 
The regulator may restrict the percentage increases allowed, especially for compulsory 
cover. [½] 
 
Solution X3.4 
 
The third point of the solution now reads: 
 
If the FU acts as a broker, this may not reduce costs as there will be duplication of 
administration and a need to pay commission. [½] 
 
The last whole mark (ie [1]) on page 6 has been replaced with the following three 
points: 
 
Consider whether the company has enough experience or data to be confident of 
quoting an appropriate premium rate and drafting appropriate policy wordings.   [½] 
 
If not, there is a risk of under-pricing / over-pricing / an inappropriate rating 
structure etc. [½] 
 
The pricing risk should not be too great and rates can be revised once reliable data has 
been collected. [½] 
 
The last point on page 6 now reads: 
 
Staff should be adequately trained to be able to cope with the new business, or new staff 
will have to be hired who do have the required expertise. [½] 
 
The following five marks have been added: 
 
The company may not have enough capital to write the new class. [½] 
 
Regulatory approval may need to be given in order for the company to write the new 
class. [½] 
 
Similarly, the FU may need to be licensed as a broker. [½] 
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Take-up rates may be low, so fixed costs will have to be spread over relatively few 
policies. [½] 
 
The level of competition and competitors’ premium rates should also be considered. [½] 
 
Solution X5.5 
 
The following point has been added to the solution to part (ii): 
 
The definition of classes in the statutory returns may not be appropriate as a rating 
group.   [½] 
 
Solution X5.6 
 
The following point has been added to the solution to part (ii): 
 
There may have been a change in the calculation, or in the underlying data.   [½] 
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5 Other tuition services 

In addition to this CMP Upgrade you might find the following services helpful with 
your study. 
 
 

5.1 Study material 

We offer the following study material in Subject ST8: 

 Flashcards  

 MyTest 

 Revision Booklets 

 ASET (ActEd Solutions with Exam Technique) and Mini-ASET 

 Mock Exam A  

 Additional Mock Pack. 
 
For further details on ActEd’s study materials, please refer to the 2016 Student 
Brochure, which is available from the ActEd website at www.ActEd.co.uk. 
 
 

5.2 Tutorials 

We offer the following tutorials in Subject ST8: 

 a set of Regular Tutorials (lasting three full days) 

 a Block Tutorial (lasting three full days). 
 
For further details on ActEd’s tutorials, please refer to our latest Tuition Bulletin, which 
is available from the ActEd website at www.ActEd.co.uk. 
 
 

5.3 Marking 

You can have your attempts at any of our assignments or mock exams marked by 
ActEd.  When marking your scripts, we aim to provide specific advice to improve your 
chances of success in the exam and to return your scripts as quickly as possible. 
 
For further details on ActEd’s marking services, please refer to the 2016 Student 
Brochure, which is available from the ActEd website at www.ActEd.co.uk. 
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5.4 Feedback on the study material 

ActEd is always pleased to get feedback from students about any aspect of our study 
programmes.  Please let us know if you have any specific comments (eg about certain 
sections of the notes or particular questions) or general suggestions about how we can 
improve the study material.  We will incorporate as many of your suggestions as we can 
when we update the course material each year. 
 
If you have any comments on this course please send them by email to ST8@bpp.com 
or by fax to 01235 550085. 
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Example 
 
Suppose you are a recently qualified actuary, married with young children, walking past 
a construction site underneath the covered pedestrian pavement.  Despite the overhead 
protection, a brick falls through and knocks you on the head, causing instant death.  
Your dependants could sue the building contractor for their loss of future support 
because of your death as both spouse and parent.  The contractor would then rely on 
public liability insurance to meet the claim.   

 
Compulsory cover 
 
In some countries – and for certain individuals or institutions – public liability is 
compulsory. 
 

Example 
 
Statute requires public liability policies to be held by horse riding establishments 
and nuclear installations in the UK.  However, there is no general requirement in 
the UK for individuals or businesses to hold public liability insurance. 

 
There are two main types of cover, namely: 

● the risk at insured’s own premises (eg a commercial premises such as a 
warehouse) 

● the risk when work is carried out by the insured away from their own 
premises (eg on the site where builders are working, away from their 
official place of work). 

 
Product liability 
 
This insurance indemnifies the insured against legal liability for the death of or 
bodily injury to a third party, or for damage to property belonging to a third party, 
that results from a product fault.   
 
The policy will usually also cover legal costs.  Some policies will include the 
costs of recalling faulty products that have not actually caused damage.  
 
Professional indemnity 
 
This insurance indemnifies the insured against legal liability for losses resulting 
from negligence in the provision of a service, for example unsatisfactory medical 
treatment or incorrect advice from an actuary or solicitor.  The insured will be a 
professional person or a professional firm.   
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You might often hear the term “E&O” being used, which stands for “errors and 
omissions” cover.  This is another term for “professional indemnity”, the two are used 
interchangeably.   
 
Like companies selling products, enterprises offering a service may also be concerned 
to protect themselves against possible liability claims. 
 
In a company take-over, for example, considerable weight may be given to professional 
reports from accountants, merchant bankers and even, where relevant, actuaries.  
Negligence by one of the advisors could cause their client to suffer large losses. 
 
There are several types of professional indemnity insurance.  The fundamental cover is 
the same – the difference is due to the parties that buy the cover.  For example, the US 
is notorious for the high cost of professional indemnity cover for medical doctors, 
because they can be sued for millions of dollars by patients who are not satisfied with 
treatment.  This has given rise to medical malpractice insurance (which is often 
abbreviated to “med mal”).   
 
Compulsory cover 
 
Holding professional indemnity insurance is often a legal or regulatory condition 
of being allowed to practise a profession or may be imposed as a condition by a 
professional body. 
 
Directors’ and Officers’ liability 
 
This is another important type of liability cover.  E&O is primarily concerned with 
performance failures and negligence with respect to products and services, whereas 
D&O is concerned with the performance and duties of management. 
 
D&O insurance indemnifies the insured against the legal liability to compensate 
third parties owing to any wrongful act of the insured in his or her capacity as a 
director or officer of a company.  The insurance is personal to the director or 
officer, but is usually bought for him or her by the company. 
 
Deliberate fraud by directors and officers will typically be excluded. 
 
Environmental liability 
 
The insured is indemnified against the legal liability to compensate third parties 
as a result of bodily injury, death and damage to property as a result of 
unintentional pollution for which the insured is deemed responsible.   
 
The costs of cleaning up the pollution and regulatory fines may also be covered.  
Gradual and sudden environmental pollution will generally both be covered.   
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These classes are the ones that are most exposed to moral hazard.   
 

Question 3.13  

What is the difference between “indemnity” and “replacement” cover?  Which would 
expose the insurer to the greater risk of fraudulent claims? 

There is also the risk of exposure to catastrophe, for example after severe 
storms or floods. 

Question 3.14  

Give three other examples of how a household insurance portfolio could be exposed to 
accumulations. 

 
Motor property 

Claims for damage to the insured’s vehicle are usually reported and settled 
quickly.   

Claims for damage to the property of third parties may take slightly longer to settle than 
claims for damage to the property of the insured.   
 
There may be some delay in settling property claims while the liability for settlement is 
established.  Generally, delays for settlement of property claims should be in weeks or 
months rather than years. 

As you might know from bitter personal experience, motor claims have a relatively high 
frequency.  The average claim frequency for different insurers will depend very much 
on the type of business they write.  As a rough indicator, many insurers will have claim 
frequencies of about 25% on a comprehensive portfolio, ie 1 claim for each 4 vehicles 
each year.  Claim frequencies for a non-comprehensive portfolio may typically be about 
15%. 

In general, private motor insurance does not give rise to extreme accumulations.  
Because business is sold nationally, an insurer is unlikely to have a concentration of 
risks in one geographical area. 
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Question 3.15  

How do you think the claims characteristics of a motor fleet portfolio will differ from 
the characteristics of a private motor portfolio? 

 
 
Marine and aviation property 
 
Among the claim characteristics for this business, the following are important: 

● Claims are usually reported as soon as the vessel reaches a major port (or 
indeed the event might take place in port) and reporting delays may be 
very long after initial advice of the incident. 

The insured is likely to notify the insurer of an incident having taken place fairly 
quickly.  However repairs may be deferred until the vessel is scheduled for its 
next refit, when the full extent of the damage and the likely costs incurred will 
be reported to the insurer.  This could be months, or even years later, so the 
delay before all information is received could be significant. 

● Settlement delays might be long if there is a dispute over legal liability or 
the amount that should be paid. 

● Minor damage is often repaired when the vessel goes into dock for routine 
maintenance. 

● Claim amounts can vary from relatively small amounts for minor hull 
damage to small vessels to very large amounts in respect of the complete 
loss of a large vessel and its cargo. 

 
Accumulations of risk are quite possible with marine insurance: 

● Geographical concentration would make an insurer exposed to the possibility of 
lots of claims arising from one incident.  Storms or tidal waves could affect 
many ships in one harbour.  A good example of this would be where an insurer 
sells lots of policies to a particular yacht club and a severe storm then damages 
all the yachts. 

● If a ship spills hazardous material in a populated coastal area, there may be many 
liability claims. 

 
Goods in transit 
 
There may be reporting delays if claims are not reported until vehicles or vessels 
reach their destination.  However, these generally amount to months rather than 
years. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 

Reinsurance products (2) 
 
 

Syllabus objective 
 
(c) Describe the main types of general reinsurance products and the purposes for 

which they may be used. 
 
Covered in part in this chapter. 

 
 

0 Introduction 

In this chapter, we look in detail at the different types of reinsurance product. 
 
We start by looking at traditional reinsurance products.  Proportional and 
non-proportional reinsurance were introduced in the last chapter. 
 
Section 1: Quota share reinsurance (proportional) 
Section 2: Surplus reinsurance (proportional) 
Section 3: Excess of loss reinsurance (non-proportional) 
Section 4: Stop loss (non-proportional) 
 
We then go on to discuss other types of reinsurance products, which have been 
developed more recently to meet specific needs of insurers. 
 
Section 5: Finite risk (or financial) reinsurance 
Section 6: Run-off reinsurance 
 
Reinsurers may not have the capacity to meet all an insurer’s needs in terms of limiting 
exposure to risk and providing financial assistance, therefore the insurer may have to 
seek assistance elsewhere.  We conclude the chapter by looking at some alternatives to 
reinsurance, available from the capital markets.   
 
Section 7: Capital market products 
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1 Quota share reinsurance 

1.1 How quota share operates 

Quota share reinsurance is a form of proportional reinsurance where the 
apportionment of claims and premiums between the insurer and reinsurer is 
constant for all risks covered by the treaty. 
 
Suppose the direct writer decides that for a particular class it does not want to retain all 
the business it writes.  So the direct writer enters into a quota share treaty with a 
reinsurer.  Then a constant proportion of each and every risk within the scope of the 
treaty is automatically passed to the reinsurer.  The treaty will specify the proportion to 
be ceded to the reinsurer, R% say.  This is often referred to as an R% quota share treaty. 
 
However in some markets, there is extensive use of quota share reinsurance to 
cover single risks on a fully proportional but facultative basis.  
 
In other words, quota share can either be written by treaty covering a number of risks or 
on a facultative basis covering a single risk.   
 
Premiums 
 
The direct writer passes to the reinsurer R% of the policyholders’ premiums for risks 
covered within the treaty.  (In general insurance, under proportional reinsurance 
everything is shared with the reinsurer in the specified proportion.  Note that this is not 
always the case for life and health products, where the premium may not be split in the 
same proportion to the claims.) 
 
Claims 
 
The direct writer recovers from the reinsurer R% of the claims from risks covered by the 
treaty. 
 
Commission 
 
The direct writer (the cedant in the reinsurance arrangement) will have suffered 
expenses in order to sell the original policies (for example, commission to brokers).  
The reinsurer will reimburse the direct writer with some percentage of the premium to 
help cover the acquisition expenses.  This payment is often called return commission. 
 
For example, consider a policy with an original insurance premium of £100.  If a 40% 
quota share treaty is in place with a return commission of 4%, then the return 
commission (paid from the reinsurer to the insurer) is £1.60 (4% of 40% of £100). 
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If Models 1 and 2 are nested, then the change in scaled deviance follows a chi-squared 
distribution, ie: 

--
1 2

* * 2
1 2 ~ df dfD D c

Question 16.6 

Suppose Model A and Model B are nested models with 6 and 10 parameters 
respectively.  The scaled deviance of Model A is 17.80 and the scaled deviance for 
Model B is 11.08.  Explain whether Model B is a significant improvement on Model A. 

F statistics 

In cases where the scale parameter for the model is not known, its estimator is 

distributed as a 2c  distribution, and the ratio of two 2c  distributions is the 

F distribution: 

( )
( )( ) -

-
- 1 2 2

1 2
,

1 2 2 2
~

/ df df df
D D

F
df df D df

Again we need the models to be nested for this result to be valid. 

Question 16.7 

Suppose Model C and Model D are nested models with 8 and 16 parameters, 
respectively, and have been fitted to a set of 50 observations.  The deviance for Model C 
is 40.89 and the deviance for Model D is 26.40.  Explain whether Model D is a 
significant improvement on Model C. 

Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) 

The AIC (an abbreviation for the “Akaike information criterion”) is a statistic 
primarily used for model selection (that is, comparing which of two models is a 
better fit). 

If two models are nested, then the more usual chi-squared test is the most 
appropriate to use.   
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If the models are not nested, the AIC can be used.  The AIC for a model is 
calculated as: 

= - ¥ + ¥AIC 2 log-likelihood 2 number of parameters  

The AIC looks at the trade-off of the likelihood of a model against the number of 
parameters: the lower the AIC, the better the fit.  For example, if two models fit 
the data equally well in terms of the log-likelihood, then the model with the fewer 
parameters is the more parsimonious (and therefore "better"). 

3.2 Measuring uncertainty in the estimators of the model 
parameters 

The hat matrix 

One of the outputs of the matrix fitting process is the hat matrix.   

The hat matrix is the matrix H  such that: 

ˆ =y H y

So the hat matrix puts a hat on y !   

For a model of the form = +Y Xβ ε , we have seen that the estimated parameters are: 

1ˆ T T-=β (X X) X y

where y  is the vector of observed values.  So the fitted values are given by: 

1ˆˆ T T-= =y Xβ X(X X) X y

Hence the hat matrix is: 

1T T-=H X(X X) X

The diagonal entries of the hat matrix are called the leverages.  These measure the 
influence that each observed value has on the fitted value for that observation. 
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The Hessian matrix 

The Hessian matrix gives the rate at which the log-likelihood falls off from the 
optimum solution in each direction. 

Let’s go back to first principles for a moment.  Recall from Subjects CT3 and CT6 that 
we find the maximum likelihood estimate of a parameter by differentiation.  So we need 
to differentiate a second time to find the rate at which we fall away from the maximum 
likelihood.  These second order derivatives will be partial derivatives, since we will be 
fitting several (or indeed many) parameters.   

So the Hessian matrix is the n n¥  matrix of the second order partial derivatives of the 
log-likelihood:   

2 2 2

2
1 2 11

2 2 2

2
2 1 22

2 2 2

2
1 2

...

...

...

   

n

n

n n n

l l l

l l l

l l l

b b b bb

b b b bb

b b b b b

Ê ˆ∂ ∂ ∂
Á ˜∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂Á ˜
Á ˜∂ ∂ ∂Á ˜

= ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂Á ˜∂
Á ˜
Á ˜
Á ˜∂ ∂ ∂Á ˜
Á ˜∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂Ë ¯

Hess  

The Hessian matrix can be interpreted as giving the sensitivity of the likelihood to 
changes in the parameter values.   
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Escalation clause 

A policy clause that permits the insurer to raise automatically the level of 
benefits or sum insured (and therefore the premium) in line with some form of 
inflation index. 

Estimated (or expected) maximum loss (EML)  

The largest loss that is reasonably expected to arise from a single event in 
respect of an insured property.  This may well be less than either the market 
value or the replacement value of the insured property and is used as an 
exposure measure in rating certain classes of business. 

See also probable (possible) maximum loss (PML). 

Event 

An occurrence that may lead to one or more claims. 

Events not in data (ENIDs) 

Reserving methods that project from historical data are unlikely to satisfy any 
requirement for a probability-weighted average of future cashflows (often 
required by regulators), since not all possible future cashflows ‒ or the events 
that cause them ‒ may be represented in the data.  Although these events are 
sometimes referred to as “binary events” or “extreme events”, such terms 
suggest that events not found in the data are necessarily extreme or rare, which 
is not the case. 

 Care should be taken when estimating ENIDs as part of reserving, capital
modelling or even pricing as may not be adequate.

 Care should be taken equally when removing outliers from data as this
will remove events from the data – unless the actuary can show that it
would not be possible for these, or similar, events to occur again in
future.

Excess 

The amount of a claim, specified in the policy, that the insured must bear before 
any liability falls upon the insurer.  See also deductibles. 
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Excess and surplus lines insurance 

Excess and surplus lines insurance is a segment of the insurance market that 
allows consumers to buy property and casualty insurance through the 
state-regulated insurance market, where policyholders, agents, brokers and 
insurance companies all have the ability to design specific insurance coverages 
and negotiate pricing based on the risks to be secured. 

Excess of loss (XL or XOL) reinsurance 

A form of reinsurance whereby the reinsurer indemnifies the cedant for the 
amount of a loss above a stated excess point, usually up to an upper limit.  The 
excess point and upper limit may be fixed, or indexed as specified in a stability 
clause.  Usually this type of reinsurance relates to individual losses, but it can be 
a form of aggregate excess of loss reinsurance covering the total of all losses in 
a period and subject to a total aggregate claim limit.  See also risk excess of loss 
and aggregate excess of loss. 

Exclusion 

An event, peril or cause defined within the policy document as being beyond the 
scope of the insurance cover. 

Expected maximum loss (EML) 

See estimated (or expected) maximum loss (EML). 

Expense ratio 

The ratio of management expenses plus commission to premium (usually 
calendar accounted expenses to written premium, or sometimes to earned 
premium). 

Experience account 

Often a feature of multi-year financial engineering contracts, this is an account 
that tracks the performance of the business reinsured by the treaty so that the 
profitability or otherwise of the treaty can be determined. 

Experience rating 

A system by which the premium of each individual risk depends, at least in part, 
on the actual claims experience of that risk (usually in an earlier period, but 
sometimes in the period covered).  The latter case is sometimes referred to as 
swing rated or loss sensitive, and there are often upper and lower limits defining 
a “collar” or “corridor”. 
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Experience rating also has a more general meaning; for example, in the context 
of London Market rating.  In this context, it is a rating based purely on the 
experience of the historic risk presented, as opposed to “exposure rating”. 

Expiry date 

The date on which the insurance cover for a risk ceases. 

Exposure 

This term can be used in three senses: 

 the state of being subject to the possibility of loss

 a measure of extent of risk

 the possibility of loss to insured property caused by its surroundings.

Exposure statistics are usually shown in one of three common bases: written 
exposures, earned exposures and in-force exposures.   
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Rate on line 

For non-proportional reinsurance, the total premium charged (ignoring 
reinstatement premiums) for the reinsurance divided by the width of the layer 
covered. 

Rating 

The process of arriving at a suitable premium for an insurance risk.  The term is 
sometimes synonymous with underwriting, though rating is strictly just one part 
of the underwriting process. 

Rating basis 

The collection of assumptions used to associate the risk premium with the 
characteristics of the risk being insured. 

Rating factor 

A factor used to determine the premium rate for a policy, which is measurable in 
an objective way and relates to the intensity of the risk.  It must, therefore, be a 
risk factor or a proxy for a risk factor or risk factors. 

Realistic Disaster Scenarios 

Lloyd’s maintains a set of mandatory Realistic Disaster Scenarios (RDS) to 
stress test both individual syndicates and the market as a whole.  The event 
scenarios are regularly reviewed to ensure they represent material catastrophe 
risks. 

There are three sets of Realistic Disaster Scenarios.  First are the compulsory 
scenarios, for which all syndicates report estimated losses to Lloyd’s; these 
represent events to which most of the market would potentially be exposed, and 
for which Lloyd's monitors the total of all syndicate losses.  There is a set of 
more specialist scenarios, which need only be reported if estimated losses 
exceed a threshold.  Finally, there are two events which syndicates must define 
for themselves as representing material potential losses not captured in other 
scenarios. 

Reciprocity 

An arrangement between two insurers who agree to reinsure risks with each 
other.  Commonly used with quota share reinsurance to diversify the insurers’ 
overall portfolios. 
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Recoveries 

Amounts received by insurers to offset directly part of the cost of a claim. 
Recoveries may be made from several different sources, for example, reinsurers, 
other insurers, salvage and liable third parties. 

Reinstatement 

The restoration of full cover following a claim. 

Normally, the number of reinstatements, and the terms upon which they are 
made, will be agreed at the outset.  Once agreed, they are automatic and 
obligatory on both parties. 

Reinsurance 

An arrangement whereby one party (the reinsurer), in consideration for a 
premium, agrees to indemnify another party (the cedant) against part or all of the 
liability assumed by the cedant under one or more insurance policies, or under 
one or more reinsurance contracts. 

Reinsurance to close (RITC) 

An agreement under the Lloyd’s system of three-year accounting.  Underwriting 
members (the reinsured members) for one year of account (the closing year) of a 
syndicate agree with another party (the reinsuring party) that the reinsuring party 
will assume responsibility for handling and paying all known and unknown 
liabilities of the reinsured members arising out of insurance business 
underwritten by the syndicate and allocated to the closing year.   

The reinsuring party will usually be the subsequent open year of the same 
syndicate but could also be a later open year, an open year of another syndicate 
or a reinsurer outside Lloyd’s. 

The term is also sometimes used to refer to the premium paid to the reinsuring 
party by the reinsured members. 

Reinsurer 

An insurer providing reinsurance cover.  Some reinsurers do not write any direct 
or primary insurance business. 

Re-opened claim 

A claim formerly deemed settled, but subsequently re-opened because further 
payments may be required. 
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Replacement 

A basis of cover under which the insurer pays the cost of replacing the insured 
item with a similar but new item.  Also referred to as “replacement as new” or 
“new for old” and contrasts with “the principle of indemnity”. 

Reporting year 

A reporting year grouping of claims will combine all the claims that are reported 
within a given calendar year, irrespective of the date on which the relevant policy 
commenced, irrespective of when the claims are actually paid and irrespective of 
the year in which the incident actually arose.  See also underwriting year, 
accident year. 
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Another option would be for the cedant to purchase facultative reinsurance for the risk 
in order to reduce the size of the EML.  Alternatively it may be able to cover the rest of 
the risk itself.   

Example 

A direct writer has a 6 line surplus reinsurance treaty and has decided to use the 
maximum retention of £100,000 for all risks ceded under the treaty.   

The insurer writes a risk with an EML of £1,000,000.  It can’t automatically cede this 
risk to the surplus reinsurer because this would require 9 lines to be ceded, 
(ie £1 £100,000 (1 9)m = ¥ + ) which exceeds the maximum number of lines available. 

The insurer must therefore choose one of the following four options: 

1. Arrange reinsurance to operate before the surplus reinsurance, to reduce the size
of the EML eg a facultative excess of loss arrangement could cap losses for this
risk at £700,000.

2. Arrange a second surplus treaty of 3 lines (or more) to operate in parallel with
the first surplus treaty.

3. Cede the maximum number of lines into the surplus treaty and pay the remaining
share of any claims itself.  (This option may not be available, depending on the
terms of the treaty.)

4. Decline the risk.

New question 

For each of the first three options in the example above, calculate the amounts paid by 
the direct writer and the reinsurer(s) in the event of a claim for £350,000. 
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Solution to new question 

Option 1 

With the EML now reduced to £700,000, the number of lines k must satisfy 
£700,000 £100,000 (1 )k= ¥ + .  It follows that 6.k =   Therefore all claims on the 

policy will be shared in the ratio 1: 6 . 

For a claim of £350,000, the cedant will pay 
1

350,000 £50,000
7

¥ =  and the reinsurer 

will pay 
6

350,000 £300,000
7

¥ = . 

Option 2 

With a second surplus treaty in place, the direct writer can now cede the 9 lines it 
requires.  Therefore all claims on the policy will be shared in the ratio 1: 6 : 3, between 
the direct writer and the first and second reinsurers respectively.  

For a claim of £350,000, the cedant will pay 
1

350,000 £35,000
10

¥ = .  The first surplus 

reinsurer will pay 
6

350,000 £210,000
10

¥ =  and the second surplus reinsurer will pay 

3
350,000 £105,000

10
¥ = . 

Option 3 

If the direct writer is allowed to take this option, the surplus reinsurer will pay the same 
as for Option 2, and the remainder will be paid by the direct writer.  Therefore the 
shared proportions 1: 6 : 3 will become 4 : 6 .  In other words, the direct writer will pay 
40% of every claim and the reinsurer will pay the rest. 

For a claim of £350,000, the cedant will pay 
4

350,000 £140,000
10

¥ =  and the reinsurer 

will pay £210,000.   
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